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SENT VIA EMAIL 

Mr. Kevin O'Reilly 
MLA Frame Lake 
PO BOX 1320 
Yellowknife, NT XlA 2L9 

Dear Mr. O'Reilly: 

Request for Access to General Information 

Government of Gouvernement des 

Northwest Territories Territoires du Nord-Quest 

April 7, 2021 

Your request for access to general information held by the Department of Industry, Tourism 
and Investment was received on March 08, 2021. You have specifically requested: 

"Notes and summaries from the bi-weekly working group meetings held with the 
Department of Industry, Tourism and Investment officials (including the Deputy Minister) 
and the NWT and Nunavut Chamber of Mines from March 1, 2020 to present." 

This request for information was processed under the Access to Information and Protection of 
Privacy Act (the Act). 

The Department of Industry, Tourism and Investment has decided to grant you partial access to 
the records requested. Portions of the records requested contain information that is excepted 
from disclosure under the Act. Attached is a sections guideline listing to better explain the specific 
sections of the Act that were applied. 

Under section 28 of the Act, you may ask the Information and Privacy Commissioner to review 
our decision to deny access to portions of the information you requested. You have 30 days from 
the date of this notice to request a review by writing the Information and Privacy Commissioner 
at: 

Mr. Andrew Fox 
Information and Privacy Commissioner 
PO BOX 382 
YELLOWKNIFE NT XlA 2N3 

P.O. Box 1320, Yellowknife NT XlA 2L9 www.gov.nt.ca 
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If you wish to request a review on the matter of the decision to deny access to portions of the 
information requested, please provide the Information and Privacy Commissioner with the 
following information: 

1. A copy of this letter and all attachments. 
2. A copy of your original request for information that you sent to the Department of 

Industry, Tourism and Investment; and 
3. The reason why you are requesting a review. 

If you have any questions about this letter, please write or call Ms. Danielle Webb, Senior 
Information and Privacy Specialist at Danielle_Webb@gov.nt.ca or call me at (867) 767-9256 
extension 82102. 

Attachments 

Sincerely, 

Pamela Strand 
Deputy Minister 
Department of Industry, Tourism and Investment 



Application of Exceptions under the 
Access to Information and Protection of Privacy Act 

Section 14 - Advice to Officials 

14(1) The head of a public body may refuse to disclose information to an applicant where the 
disclosure could reasonably be expected to reveal: 

( a) advice, proposals, recommendations, analyses, and policy options developed 
by or for a public body or a member of the Executive Council. 

• Advice includes the analysis of a situation or issue that may require action and the 
presentation of options for future action, but not the presentation of facts. 

• Recommendations include suggestions for a course of action as well as the rationale for a 
suggested course of action. 

• Proposals and analyses or policy options are closely related to advice and 
recommendations and refer to the concise setting out of the advantages and disadvantages 
of particular courses of action. 

• The criteria for advice are that it should be; 
o sought or expected, or be part of the responsibility of a person by virtue of that 

person's position; 
o directed towards taking an action, including making a decision; 
o and made to someone who can take or implement the action. 

Section 14(1)(a) would not normally apply to the details of a study or background paper where 
factual information is presented to describe certain issues, problems or events. Rather, it applies 
to the statements of advice or recommendations that set out or analyze possible directions or 
options in dealing with an issue or problem, to establish a policy or to make a decision. For 
example, section 14(1)(a) could be applied to a report prepared by an investigation panel to 
advise a senior official on how to handle a complaint. 

There are cases where the disclosure of advice could reveal information that would cause damage 
to the internal decision-making processes of a public body. Disclosure could also affect the public 
body's overall ability to effectively manage programs and activities. At the same time, there are 
also cases where the disclosure of advice would have little or no effect on the overall 
administration or operation of the affected program or activity. 

The exception also would not apply to the names of correspondents, dates, subject lines that do 
not reveal advice, or information that reveals that a person participated in a discussion about a 
particular subject matter but does not indicate anything substantive about their involvement. 



14(1) The head of a public body may refuse to disclose information to an applicant where 
the disclosure could reasonably be expected to reveal: 

(b) consultations or deliberations involving; 
(i) officers or employees of a public body, 
(ii) a member of the Executive Council, or 
(iii) the staff of a member of the executive council. 

This provision allows discretion to refuse access to those records or parts of records containing 
consultations or deliberations involving officers or employees of a public body, a minister or a 
minister's staff. 

• Deliberation is a discussion of the reasons for and against a future action by an employee 
or officer of a public body. Deliberations include information indicating that a decision
maker relied on the knowledge or opinions of particular persons. 

• Consultation is a very similar activity where the views of one or more employees are 
sought about the appropriateness of a specific proposal or potential action. Consultations 
include correspondence between third party advisors and government departments which 
was conveyed to the public body by a government department as background information 
to enable the public body to provide advice ( e.g. when officials are asked to comment on 
advice already developed by other officials). 

This discretionary exception is provided for the purpose of permitting the frank exchange of 
views among a number of individuals whose employment responsibilities include a consultative 
function. Within public bodies, consultations and deliberations are normally carried on in an 
organized manner through the exchange of email, memos, proposals and e-mail. 

This exception is intended to cover consultations or deliberations at all levels in a public body and 
also those involving a minister or his or her staff. The exception does not apply to records created 
and provided to the public body by a third party participating in a general stakeholder 
consultation. The third party is simply providing its own comments. This differs from the 
situation where a specific stakeholder, with particular knowledge, expertise or interest in a topic, 
has been asked to provide advice, recommendations or analysis. 

In the application of subsection 14(1)(a) and 14(1)(b) we undertook the following analysis: 

• Does the information requested qualify as an exception under the Act? 
Yes. The advice, analysis and the recommendations identified within the records is clearly 
advisory information, meant to assist Department of /Tl officials. 

• If the information fits the exception, then would disclosure of the information 
reasonably be expected to reveal the particular class of information involved? 
Yes. On review of the analysis and recommendations related to the working group 
discussions, we believe disclosure of information · that was advisory in nature, would affect 
responses provided by Department of IT/ officials and other working group members. 



The result of this would be less candid and frank advice received in the future and could 
hinder the relationship between the GNWT and the NWT-NU Chamber of Mines. 

• Should the Department exercise its discretion to disclose or not disclose the 
requested records? 
In review of this matter, we determined that the provision of this advice and 
recommendations, along with the consultation and deliberations that occur in working group 
meetings must be protected in order to ensure the provision of frank and candid advice and 
recommendation in the future. 

Section 2 3 - Personal Privacy of Third Party 

When considering disclosure of a third party's personal information a public body is not allowed 
to disclose personal information to an applicant where the disclosure would be an unreasonable 
invasion of a third party's personal privacy. 

The Act defines personal information as recorded information about an identifiable individual, 
including: 

• the individual's name, home or business address or home or business telephone number; 
• the individual's race, colour, national or ethnic origin or religious or political beliefs or 

associations; 
• the individual's age, sex, sexual orientation, marital status, or family status; 
• an identifying number, symbol or other particular assigned to the individual ( e.g., social 

insurance number, personal health number); 
• the individual's fingerprints, blood type or inheritable characteristics ( e.g., DNA profile); 
• information about the individual's health and health care history, including information 

about a physical or mental disability; 
• information about the individual's educational, financial, criminal or employment 

history; 
• anyone else's opinions about the individual; and 
• the individual's personal views or opinions, except where they are about someone else. 

This section of the Act establishes a mandatory exception (i.e., the public body has no discretion 
to release) for personal information if disclosure would be an unreasonable invasion of a third 
party's personal privacy. Section 23(2) sets out the particular types of personal information, the 
disclosure of which is presumed to be an unreasonable invasion of a third party's personal 
privacy. Sections 23(2)(d) and 23(2)(h)(i) state: 

( d) the personal information relates to employment, occupational or educational history; 



Employment history refers to any information regarding an individual's work record, including 
the name of an employer, past and present, the term of employment, the duties associated with a 
position, the salary and reasons for leaving and any evaluation of job performance. 

(h) the personal information consists of the third party's name where 

(i) it appears with other personal information about the third party; 
Disclosure of an individual's name is presumed to be an unreasonable invasion of privacy if it is 
connected to other information about the individual or it has attributes which, by itself, reveals 
information about the individual ( e.g., gender, race, ethnic origin etc.). 

These exceptions to access are mandatory and have been applied to a portion of the information 
requested. Access was denied to those portions of the records which specifically pertain to the 
personal employment information of employees along with the names of individuals and any other 
identifiable information. 
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GNWT Chamber of Mines COVID-19 Recovery Working Group

MEETING NOTES – FRIDAY, JUNE 12, 2020 

 

In attendance: 
 
Pamela Strand, Deputy Minister, ITI  

, NWT & Nunavut Chamber of Mines
, NWT & Nunavut Chamber of Mines

 

 
 

John Ketchum, ADM ITI
Menzie McEachern, ITI
Angela Norris, ITI 
Lora Archer, ITI
 
 

Review of Working Group Project Charter 
- The Updated charter was reviewed.
- Funding – Chamber of Mines requested  

- Delegates should be integrated into the charter.

ACTION – The Chamber will review the Charter and provide comments next week.

Review of Economic Recovery Actions Table 
- The table produced by ITI was presented, highlighting the priorities of ITI. 
- The table was produced based on the Chamber of Commerce’s table. 
- The table could use more comments/organization/information. 
- The table was reviewed line by line. 

 

23(2)(d)

23(2)(d)
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23(2)(d)

14(1)(b)
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Project Flow-Through Funding

- Industry’s perspective is that flow-through funding is essential for industry.  Industry is 
disappointed that the federal government has been slow at delivering the relief 
program.

- Flow through moneys that need to be spent by Dec 31, it is requested that the funds can 
be delayed beyond the deadline.

- Northern focus recovery/relief priority is expanding the Mining and Exploration Tax 

-
 

- It’s believed that the reason that there is hesitation because of past abuses/industry of 
the tax  credit program. 

ACTION – GNWT will provide the Pan-Territorial Letter that has been drafted and signed by all 
ministers.  The letter is addressed to Ministers O’Reagan and Vandal.  The letter may not have 
been sent to the addressees. 

 

Exploration Wage Subsidies 

- Currently exploration workers are not eligible for Wage subsidies, a letter has been 
prepared and will be sent to the Federal Ministers addressing this issue. 

 

Land Use Permits and License Support 

- Suggested paths:

- GNWT has reached out to

, given COVID-19 
restrictions.  EIA, Lands and ENR will also be required to address this issue.  EIA will likely 
need to lead this work. 

- Action dates should be associated with the action items.
- This issue should be addressed in a “one-page” letter to see if there is flexibility.  Keep 

the issue/resolution simple.  
 

- This is likely just a request for an extension to the permits. 
- Policy change may still be required. 

 

ACTION -  and  will draft a letter/approach the board from the Industry Perspective. 

ACTION  - John and Menzie will approach the board from a GNWT Perspective. 

14(1)(b)

14(1)(a)
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Service and Supply Companies 

- Service and Supply Companies have accepted that no relief is coming.  Minister Vandal 
was made aware of the issue, however this didn’t seem like a priority.  The relief was 
intended initially for companies that couldn’t operate, and then big business, however 
service and supply companies seem to fall through the cracks.

- It will require more discussion with the Federal government to address the issue.
- Traction for this issue would

- Next steps could include 
The Pan-Territorial letter addresses this as well. 

ACTION - At the next meeting of the Federal-Territorial meeting, the GNWT can raise this issue 
to highlight the need as well. 

Mining Royalties

- This issue may not be as relevant as it once was.  There are some tax implications that 
need to be considered before industry determines if this is a priority. 

ACTION –  will let the group know if this is a priority. 

 

Tax Relief for Mining Companies 

No Comments 

 

Provide Mining Wage Subsidies 

- Some mining companies are starting to receive CEWs however exploration and service 
and supply companies (secondary and tertiary companies) are not receiving CEWs. 

 

Open Land Access to Exploration 

-    

- However, there needs to be work done on this issue now.  The perception is that there 
is not enough available land to explore. 

-  
 

 . 
- A meeting should be planned on this issue with GNWT Representatives, and Industry.  

This issue needs its own conversation.  That conversation can start now. 

14(1)(a)
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ACTION - The Federal/Territorial working group should be made aware of this issue (GNWT will 
action). 

Make Financial Opportunities Available

- Federal Guarantees would be good if available.

Reclamation Surety Bonds.

- Surety bonds may not be feasible 
- Agreed that this action item is scrapped. 

Incent Exploration Investment 

- Moved to Short Term from Medium Term as this is doable.
-  

- Plan has not been released yet.
- This could be a way to encourage investment into the Territories if this is pursued 

though. 
- Canada and US will be having a discussion in June about the Critical/Strategic Minerals.
- 
- A 

-  
- Two federal tables to consider: critical minerals and battery minerals.
 

ACTION - ITI will create a jurisdictional scan on what is being done for critical minerals for 
the next meeting.  

 

GeoScience Forum 

- Chamber is prepared to cancel the GeoScience Forum. 
- Look at other alternatives, smaller virtual events that could replace the big event.
- It might be a good time to rebrand, and decide how to approach this moving forward. 
- NTGS would need to consider what needs to be achieved moving forward.  The northern 

infrastructure for virtual events may be limited.
- A public announcement should be made jointly from Chamber, ITI and NTGS.
- A statement could be developed by the end of June.

14(1)(a)
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MIP Update
-  
- Application deadline was June 5.  28 application, asking for $2.8 million.  Last year was 

28 applications looking for $2.5 million.  However, the number of prospector 
applications didn’t go up dramatically. 

- Evaluations include people outside of NTGS as well.
-

- This is a pan-territorial request, part of the letter that will be shared. 
 

Opening the NWT to Exploration 

- The CPHO is aware of the urgency of this issue.
- The April 10 Mineral and Petroleum Industry Order Is the primary order for exploration 

camps as well.  There are not a lot of additional considerations for companies coming in 
for exploration.

- It is expected that workers will undergo 14 days of self-isolation before coming into the 
NWT.  It is recommended that workers go from a hub community to camps ASAP.  
Access to Nunavut through NWT will need to be considered/added into the orders as 
well. 

- The order should be fairly simple, and very similar to the Mineral and Petroleum 
Industry Order. 

- The order will be sent out by the NWT as soon as it is released/approved.   
- If there are any issues the GNWT can bring it back to the CPHO. 

 

ACTION - GNWT will circulate the document when it is received to get the perspective of 
Industry/Nunavut operating Industry, on the operating orders. 

 

 

Next Meeting (Thursday, June 18 – 3-4pm) 

ACTION - GNWT will send out the invitation.  May already be out. 

14(1)(b)
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A targeted
 

  
 The PDAC team appreciates the information coming from different jurisdictions to get a 

good picture of the regional challenges. 
 

Next Meeting  
 

 It was determined that meetings would happen Wednesdays at 9 am.  However, next 
meeting will be Thursday, July 2 at 10 am to accommodate Canada Day. 
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3- Review Industry Recovery Action Table 

a. Update from GNWT on short term actions 

Maintain Mineral Tenure Security

- ITI is still working on the detailed package on the plan.  

Protect Flow-Through Obligations 

- Letter has been sent.  It is unclear if the Feds will do anything.
- Industry has not had any updates with regards to this.
- at this point; however, there has been no 

action taken on this.  No explanation for the delay has been provided.  COM will be having a 
meeting this afternoon; an update can be provided.   

- Clear communications are required at this point. 
-  
-

-
Work is not being undertaken in the North because of these issues. 

 

ACTION – 
.

 

ACTION – COM will update their letter with details, the content can be used in the follow-up 
discussion. 

 

Provide Exploration Wage Subsidies

 

- This is covered in COM’s letter.  Still an important issue for Industry. 
 

Regulatory Permit and License Support  

- Letter has been drafted to MVRMA regarding this issue. 
 

ACTION – COM finalize letter and send to ITI for review before sending it out. 

 

14(1)(b)
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Service and Supply Companies Wage Subsidies 

- This issue is covered in COM’s letter.

Mining Royalties

- This issue is closed unless there is a demand from industry.

ACTION - Industry will let the Working Group know if this is still an issue.

o  has determined not an issue.
o  will follow up.

 

Tax Relief for Mining Companies

- .  This item will be closed. 
- Reasons were not provided in the response item.

ACTION – ITI can determine  

ACTION – ITI can share the letter with the working group.

Providing Mining Wage Subsidies  

- The wording in this section is not clear.
- There has been an impact on costs for Southern workers, however, there has not been 

much done for Northern workers. 
- Some of this arose because of CEWS funding, however Northern companies are receiving 

his now. 
 

ACTION – COM will reword the action items in this section to make it clear what they are 
looking for. 

 

Open Land Access to Exploration 

- This is the critical issue for exploration.  
- This is a short-term issue with long term implications. 
- If this is not fixed, there will not be exploration in the Territories moving forward. 
 

ACTION – . 

ACTION -   GNWT will report back 
on what was said during the group. 

ACTION –  on their next meeting with them. 

14(1)(a)
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Make Financial Opportunities Available

- Making financial opportunities available and

- This should be moved into the Medium-Term action items

ACTION – Lora will update the Matrix

 

Surety Bonds 

- This is not going to be included moving forward. 
 

ACTION – Lora will update the Matrix 

 

Incent Exploration Investment 

- Incent exploration with 150% work assessment.
- GNWT is agreement.   
- This should be completed by September.
 

Medium Term Actions 

- Incent Exploration Investment specifically for Critical Minerals
- Move to short term actions. 
- This is important to reinvigorating mining in the North. 
- We need the right incentives and programs to be available to allow exploration and 

advanced exploration projects to move forward. 
- Looking for  
- However, this working group should make this a priority. 

 
ACTION – ITI will make sure that Federal-Territorial Working Group is reminded of the 
importance of Critical Minerals to the North.

ACTION – .

 

Review of Ministers’ letter to Ottawa  

-  

 

14(1)(a)
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-  

- .

Public messaging of economic ramifications/consequences of industry effects 

- The focus has been on health concerns to date.  It would be good to start to understand the 
economic impacts of the pandemic to the North. 

- Analysis of worst-case scenario economic impacts of Diamond Mine Closures to the NWT.  
This study was done already.  Could this information be made available to the public? 

- When will the studies be made available?  GNWT thinks the next week or so. 
 
 

General Comments

- Industry is generally frustrated by the delays in Business Advisory Council because of 
administrative delays in getting information out. 

Next Meeting – Wednesday, July 8, 9-10AM
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GNWT Chamber of Mines COVID-19 Recovery Working Group
MEETING NOTES – WEDNESDAY, JULY 29, 2020 

9:00–10:00AM MST

Attendees 
Chamber of Mines

 
 
 
 
 

GNWT

 John Ketchum, ADM ITI
 Menzie McEachern, Director, ITI
 Angela Norris, Manager, CSCR, IT
 Benji Straker, Manager, MRD, ITI 
 Lora Archer, Mineral Resources Specialist, ITI 

 

Review of July 15 Meeting Notes and Action Items 
ACTION:  GNWT will discuss Interim Land Withdrawals and how they can be addressed to 
facilitate mining activities.  

 Work still needs to be done on this action item to be able to brief working 
group.

ACTION: ITI will continue to research the Critical Minerals File

Ongoing.  Menzie will provide an update on the Critical Minerals Discussion 
later during the working group.

ACTION:  ITI will send an amended Action Table to the working group to prioritize.

ITI will present the results of the Action Table later in the meeting.

ACTION: GNWT (John) will discuss with COM on Policy and Strategy issues. 

ITI updated on recent meetings.  Highlighting that Federal/Territorial working 
groups have not been meeting.  ITI will push to have meetings, COM will 
continue to pressure on their part for meetings.

23(2)(d)
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Review Action Items Prioritization
GNWT presented the prioritization table for review.  It was pointed out that there was not 
significant response to the table.  Options were presented to reformat the prioritization 
methodology into a survey.  

Some items in the prioritization list had already been actioned, and therefore they are no 
longer relevant to be prioritized.  The example mentioned was that the Mactung/Cantung 
projects are progressing and do not require the intervention of the working group.  It was 
recommended that this action item be removed.  However, because some interested parties to 
this action item were not present during the conversation, removal was deferred to a later 
date. 

It was determined that the best method for review would be for the working group to have one 
more week to review the prioritization and the results would be presented in the next working 
group meeting. 

ACTION – Working Group members to review action table, provide feedback. 

ACTION – GNWT to compile results and present a new action table organization at the next 
working group meeting. 

Critical Minerals Opportunities 
ITI presented an update to the current discussions that are occurring related to Critical 
Minerals.  Recent discussions wit  

The working group discussed that 
.  It was discussed that, where possible, it  

The working group discussed that

ACTION – ITI will continue work on how to capitalize on the Critical Minerals Strategy will 
report back to the Working Group.

Innovative Supports to the Mining Industry 
As  was not present to discuss, this item was moved to the next working group 
meeting. 

ACTION  - This agenda item will be discussed at the next Working Group Meeting 
  

Next Meeting – Wednesday, August 12, 9-10 AM 
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GNWT Chamber of Mines COVID-19 Recovery Working Group
MEETING NOTES – WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 12 2020 

9:00–10:00AM MST

Attendees 
Chamber of Mines
 

GNWT
 
Pamela Strand
Menzie McEachern
Benji Straker
Angela Norris
Lora Archer
 

Review of July 29 Meeting Notes and Action Items 
 

Land Withdrawals 

 
ITI recommended that

 
 

 Industry views that  

 
 

 
 ITI agrees that this is an important, ongoing issue, and that this should be discussed with 

other departments in the GNWT. 
 

ACTION:  ITI will schedule a meeting with other departments to discuss (Pam and John will 
come up with next steps). 

23(2)(d)
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Federal – Territorial Coordination

 
 ITI met with CanNor – to discuss the inaction of the Federal Territorial working group

and how to make this meeting more effective moving forward. It was emphasized that 
this group is seen by ITI and by the COM as an integral piece of moving recovery efforts 
forward.

A secretariat has been established to do research and set agenda items, however this 
secretariat needs more direction on how to move forward.  There is a need for a 
structured research project that would be undertaken to identify projects and policy 
items to advance to ensure meaningful actions are taken away from this group. 

 
 CanNor has agreed to take the lead in discussing this with other colleagues in the 

Federal Government and report back later in the month as to how things will be moved 
forward.

 

 
ACTION:  ITI will arrange a meeting with the Federal Government (CanNor/CIRNAC and NRCan) 
and COM (NWT/NU and YK if possible) to ensure that the needs of Industry are being heard. 

 

Critical Minerals 

 
 ITI stated that a Critical Minerals Strategy is important to recovery and that ITI will 

continue to be worked on and pushed at all levels. 
 

 What ITI wants to see from Canada, is what part of the Critical Minerals supply chain will 
be the thrust of their efforts?   

 
 The letter from Cheetah to the Federal Ministers gave a good starting point for the 

focus, however this may need to be further refined. 
 

 Industry asked who in the feds should be talked to about a Critical Minerals Strategy?  
How can this strategy be accelerated? 

 
 

 

14(1)(b)

14(1)(a)
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 ITI reported that MP McLeod has been contacted to make this happen, however more 
work needs to be done to find solutions.  We need to determine what the actions are 
that we see as priorities and begin communicating this to the Federal government.

ITI needs to create more of a plan that emphasizes existing projects as well as deposits 
and would provide ways to secure the investment to back Industry.

The timeline is short on this, as this would need to be done by September/October.  

Industry recommended that 

.
 

 COM believes that other priorities should also be identified to the Finance Committee as 
priorities for the Northern mining Industry.  There are some other “out of the box” 
solutions that should be identified. 

o  
o  
o 

 
 Sovereignty element as well should be emphasized for the North, i.e. who is actively 

operating mines in the North (e.g. TMAC). 
 

 COM pointed out that we’ve missed the opportunity to send written submissions to the 
Finance Committee.  At this point we would need to put together a compelling 
presentation to the committee about the opportunity for critical minerals and 
investments. 

 
 COM received word from MP McLeod that we have missed the opportunity to have 

something presented to the finance committee. 
 

 COM mentioned that  has authored a report that speaks to the 
economic opportunities associated with the mining industry. 

 
 COM suggested that they can also reach out to some senators to advocate as well. 

 
ACTION:  ITI will work on developing a Critical Minerals Strategy.  Including promotions and 
how to get this to market.  Develop pillars for the strategy within one month.  Will put together 
documentation, do a desktop review, and develop priorities on how to promote our projects 
and resources.  

 
ACTION:  A draft slide deck will be presented at the next working group meeting. 

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)
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ACTION: ITI and COM will work together to flush out the 3 priorities. 

 
ACTION: COM will provide written submissions by August 14.

ACTION:  will reach out to to get a copy of the report. 

Consolidated Action Table 

ITI briefly presented the consolidated action table to make the action items more easily 
understood when presented.  

There were no major objections to the table.  Some minor edits will be done.

The table will be used to assist in the development of strategies and for focusing 
discussion in the future.

Innovative Supports to the Mining Industry 

 This was not discussed during the meeting.  This will be discussed in bilateral 
coversations with ITI and brought up at the next working group meeting. 

Next Meeting – Wednesday, August 26, 9-10 AM 

23(2)(d)23(2)
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GNWT Chamber of Mines COVID-19 Recovery Working Group
MEETING AGENDA – WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 2020 

10:00–11:00AM MST

In Attendance  
Chamber of Mines 

, Chamber of Mines

 

Industry Tourism & Investment

John Ketchum, ADM, ITI 

Menzie, Director, Mineral and Petroleum Resources, ITI 

Angie Norris, Manager, Client Services and Community Relations, ITI 

Benji Straker, Manager, Mineral Resources Planning, ITI 

Review of August 12 Meeting Notes and Action Items 
Land Withdrawals 

 ITI suggested that the group needs to figure out how to approach this.  It is an 
overwhelming issuing, need to determine how to move this forward.  Potentially have a 
meeting focused on how to proceed on addressing Land Withdrawals in a separate 
meeting.
COM suggests

that can be used as a starting point.
There was agreement that this is a critical issue for the working group.

ACTION – ITI and COM will coordinate a meeting time to discuss this item separately.

ACTION – COM will forward a the MAC paper.

Federal-Territorial Coordination

ITI has been working to kick-start the working group again.  There will be a meeting next 
Thursday.
The agenda for the next meeting was shared. The presentation to be discussed later in 
the meeting will be shared within the meeting.  ITI has been allocated for only 15 
minutes.  ITI will narrow in on a few slides that drive the key messages on recovery.
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 COM has a letter from Minister Vandal that outlines the progress to date.  That will be 
shared with the group.
There is also the possibility of having a federal territorial meeting that includes the 
COM.  This meeting would be separate to the meeting on Thursday.  ITI suggested a 
meeting could include all territories or just focus on the NWT.
COM could start to work with the Chamber of Mines in the Yukon and with the GN to 
get buy in on our approach.
COM suggests that

COM emphasized that they wanted to ensure that we have enough time to table the 
issues that are a concern to industry, to ensure that the meeting is productive and the 
salient issues are brought forward in the meeting.

 ITI suggested that 
Suggests focusing on a short list of items. 

 COM suggested that focusing in too much on individual items could mean that the 
bigger issues are never addressed.  It’s important to tie everything together to ensure 
that it is understood how the industry is currently affected and the measures that need 
to be taken to recover from COVID. 

 COM reiterated that we need to recover from COVID stronger than we were before 
COVID.  IUCN document will highlight this. 
 
ACTION – ITI will set up a meeting with  and the COM/ITI 
Working Group. 
 
ACTION – ITI/COM will have a strategy meeting to discuss approach for this meeting?
 
ACTION – COM will share letter from Minister Vandal.
 
ACTION – COM will work with counterparts in GN and the Yukon Chamber of Mines to 
discussion a shared vision for recovery. 
 

Critical Minerals 

 There’s work progressing within ITI on research. 
  
 COM suggests is  

 
  suggests that  
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 NWT’s strategy should focus on getting the mines going.  Near-term small scale critical 

minerals projects should be the focus with the supports (financing and stockpiling of the 
production) required to get the mines started.  Once the mines are over the hump.

 Critical Infrastructure will also need to be considered – enabling the mines to open and 
operate.

  suggests that a cross government discussion is required to ensure that mining is 
advanced.

 COM has not presented to the DMs within the GNWT for many years.
 ITI will bring this up to the DMs in a multi departmental forum, to ensure that the 

development is understood as a priority and links are understood. 

ACTION – ITI will make a presentation at an upcoming DM meeting.  Will ensure new minister 
is briefed.

ACTION – ITI will reach out internally to look for the  reports. 

Review of Presentation 

 COM suggested that the proposed investment fund could be included in the 
presentation.

 ITI replied that this may be premature
 Slides 7 and 8, show the peak employment and where we are now.  Will be more 

impactful. 
 Focus on the small scale impacts as well.  
 Also include stats on what the Economy would look like in the NWT without the mines. 
 Concensus to share this presentation.

 

ACTION – ITI will share the fund proposal idea by Friday, September 11 

ACTION – ITI will add slides on peak economics 

ACTION – ITI will look for stats on what the impact would be to the economy if the mines 
close. 

 

Next Meeting – Wednesday, September 16, 9-10 AM 

 Requested Agenda Items – MVRMA regulatory guidance documents update at next 
meeting. 
 

ACTION – ITI will reach out to the MVRMA about a table related to the MVRMA. 
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GNWT Chamber of Mines COVID-19 Recovery Working Group
MEETING NOTES – WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 2020 

9:00–10:00AM MST

In Attendance: 
Chamber of Mines: 

 

GNWT ITI:

Pam Strand
John Ketchum
Menzie McEachern 
Benji Straker
Angie Norris
Lora Archer

 

COM-ITI Minister’s Meeting 

 A meeting will be taking place between the newly appointed Minister of ITI and COM, that 
will discuss the mining in general and the work being done by this working group.
Proposed agenda items for Minister’s Meeting:

- Surface Lease Issue
- Critical Metals Progress 
- Federal Territorial Meeting Discussion 
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Review of September 2 Meeting Notes and Action Items
Land Withdrawals 

 COM reported that 

COM is concerned that

. It was discussed that 

 
 

 
 ITI will be engaging more with ENR on boreal caribou range planning.  They are currently 

working on different levels of impact to the herd.  ENR is currently looking for data on 
where mineral and oil and gas potential will be in the next 10 years. COM has not weighed 
in on this issue.  There has not been a lot of overlap with the boreal caribou range.

 

Federal Territorial Coordination 

 COM provided a letter from Minister Vandal.  COM also received a letter from Minister 
Vandal about the Hope Bay issue. 
 

 ITI had a meeting with the three territories, with CIRNAC, CanNor, NRCan. 
- Canada provided a backward looking update on initiatives.
- Nunavut and Yukon provided a more COVID impacts oriented update
- NWT provided an update on our action plan, and how we see recovery moving 

forward. 
- Canada is impressed with the three items, and want to progress those actions 

moving forward.  Nunavut was also supportive.   
-  is taking the lead from the Federal Level. 
- ITI and CanNorwill be meeting with the Secretariat to assign work and advance 

research and planning. 
- COM will figure out who can help on each of the action items. 
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Meeting with Minister of ITI

 DM ITI recommends that

.

 ITI has been discussing with  and 

COM agreed that they could work with ITI on this to emphasize the importance of the North 
and mining for the Federal Government.

COM suggested that 

ACTION – Put together some briefing materials for the Minister to keep her updated
ACTION – Have a meeting with COM, ITI and the Minister 
ACTION – COM will reach out to  at the Chamber of Mines in Yukon to see if 
they can support the action items. 
ACTION – ITI will reach out to the Government of Yukon to see if they support the 
priority action items. 
ACTION – COM will reach out to the three senators. 
 

Critical Minerals 

 DM ITI was thinking about how to pitch the Critical Minerals.  

. 
 

 COM agreed that the argument needs to be changed to fit the Federal Government’s needs.  
 could be useful in  

 
 ITI recommends that 

.
 

 COM highlighted a public opinion survey that was supportive of critical minerals.

 This marketing initiative would have multiple audiences, and could be used by many groups 
to support mineral development.

 ITI reported that the critical minerals will have a bigger profile in the CMMP moving 
forward.
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 There should be an approach that is brought to the intergovernmental council.  It would be 
good to get everyone on the same page moving forward.

Two allies that could help are  and .   continues to put on 
his forums.  They should be engaged to help progress this.

ACTION – ITI/COM will look for the public opinion survey.
ACTION – COM will get a meeting put together between COM/ITI and 
and 
 

Review of Presentation/Slide Deck 

 Suggested changes to Slide 17 –

 

ACTION – Lora add something to say that facilities could have future uses on Slide 17. 

ACTION – The group could go through the slides again individually to make the show more 
crisp. 

ACTION –  
 

ACTION – Lora will coordinate the review of the slide show, Lora will send out the slide show 
again. 

 

Review of Mineral Development Fund Initiative

The group discussed the need for some work on the Mineral Development Fund Initiative.  
The group agreed to review the document in its current form to have comments by next 
Wednesday. 

ACTION – Working group will provide comments on the Mineral Development Fund 
Inititative. 

 

MVRMA Regulatory Guidance Documents Update 

  wrote a letter to various groups on the Regulatory Review. COM 
suggested that the 
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 Regulatory Dialogues were worked on previously at ITI.  They have been in draft form for 
three years.  ITI is willing to contract the updating of these documents and making them 
available for public use. The document should be shared with  who’s been 
developing an online tool to help navigate the regulatory process.  This was a deliverable 
from the MDS.  This would also be something that ITI would want to make available online 
in an easily usable format.

Next Meeting – Wednesday, September 30, 9-10 AM 
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GNWT Chamber of Mines COVID-19 Recovery Working Group
MEETING AGENDA – WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 2020 

9:00–10:00AM MST

Please join my meeting from your computer, tablet or smartphone.

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-
join/19%3ameeting NWEyY2NkN2EtYThkYi00MGMxLWIwNDItYjkyOGI1Y2Q3MDlj%40threa

d.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%22fbed2b1d-0f61-40ad-b7d5-
2010c3c93e93%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%225cb4a6c9-3acb-4be6-b448-

7d5cc4686ffc%22%7d 

Tap on the link or paste it in a browser to join

OR 

phone 1 867-675-1042   Conference ID: 935 547 373# 

1- Welcome 
 

Review of 3 Priority Items

2- Investment in Northern Infrastructure and Mineral Development Projects
3- Critical/Strategic Minerals
4- METC 

5- Regulatory Dialogues 

6- Next Meeting – Wednesday, September 30, 9-10 AM
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GNWT Chamber of Mines COVID-19 Recovery Working Group
MEETING NOTES– WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7, 2020 

9:00–10:00AM MST

In Attendance

Chamber of Mines

GNWT – ITI

John Ketchum

Menzie MacEachern 

Benji Straker 

Angela Norris

Lora Archer

Changes to Agenda 

 COM requested an update on the Territorial Ministers Meeting 
 ITI will provide an update on the Geosciences Forum 

Review of 3 Priority Items 
1 - Investment in Northern Infrastructure and Mineral Development Projects 

 ITI had a meeting with counterparts in Nunavut and Yukon.  There is interest in moving 
forward as a collective on a study to determine what investment is required for 
Northern Infrastructure and Mineral Development Projects.   

 The meeting determined the scope of the project.  To determine the investment 
mechanisms that would be needed in the North.  The study will not determine the 
specific projects needed at this point. 
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 GNWT will be drafting a statement of work for the project, and will get consensus from 
the other two territories.  

.
The details on how the fund or investment mechanisms could be determined in the 
course of the study.
The study is intended to be collaborative.  ITI will need the input from COM on how to 
make the investment scheme work for industry.  Collaboration will also be emphasized 
with the other territories.

 

COM also advanced that the fund could include indigenous participation in the 
investment mechanisms. 

 ITI agrees that the fund could include a principle that would include indigenous 
participation. 

 

2 - Critical/Strategic Minerals 

 ITI asked if  
 

 ITI has a  
. 

  

 
 

 COM asked if  

 ITI said that the  
 

 
 COM asked if  

 

 ITI has done some work on the education piece, and will continue to try to push the 
education.  The best approach may be to get the Dev Corps on side and to get 
organizations like DII on board in the education process. 
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o COM indicated that the Boards have sent out the estimator for consultation, 
there is a deadline of October 25 to respond.  COM has sent this out to their 
membership to respond to.  

o Reclamation formulas may also need to be reviewed.
 Priority 7 – Build Awareness.  

o ITI asked if there was a priority that should be focused on, this is something that 
ITI could be working on.

o COM indicated that number 7, building awareness could be a priority moving 
forward.  

o COM also emphasized the importance of making things easier for early 
exploration.  Priorities 1 and 2 would support this.

ACTION – ITI will meet to discuss an engagement strategy. 

ACTION – ITI will provide an update at the next COM/ITI WG meeting and a strategy can be 
developed.

Update on Territorial Meeting 

 ITI will be briefing a minister tomorrow that will happen on October 15 with Minister 
O’Reagan and the three territorial ministers.  It is unclear if there’s been a call with the 
three territorial ministers outside of this call.   

Geoscience Symposium 

 There was a call for expressions of interest for the Geoscience Symposium.  There was 
55 presentations requested, which is a cross section from energy, geoscience and 
regulatory updates.  Permafrost, Geoscience Research, and … followed by Exploration.

Next Meeting – Wednesday, 21 October, 9-10 AM 
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GNWT Chamber of Mines COVID-19 Recovery Working Group
MEETING NOTES – WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 21, 2020 

10:00–11:00AM MST

In Attendance 
Chamber of Mines 

 
ITI 
Pam Strand 
John Ketchum
Menzie McEachern
Angela Norris
Benji Straker
Lora Archer 

 

Update on Minister O’Reagan Call 
 

 ITI had a call with Minister O’Reagan October 15. 
 Minister O’Reagan was taken by surprise, with how well prepared the territories were 

for the call. 
 Reviewed the Pan-Territorial Letter, and ministers made it clear that this is a Pan-

 
 

 
 

 

 The Territories also reviewed the need for a Northern METC program.
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 NWT Minister focused on Critical Minerals.  O’Reagan is open to all suggestions with 
regards to advancing this initiative.

 A joint letter will be sent summarizes the meeting and how the North sees development 
of the mining industry moving forward.

 O’Reagan was surprised at the level of coordination and preparation in the North.
 COM asked if 

 

COM asked if 

ITI is keen to get the Investment Study done and have a Critical Minerals Strategic Plan 
done by January.
COM stated that they have been in contact with CIRNAC, and they are keen to see a 
Strategic Plan related to Critical Minerals.
 
ACTION – ITI will send the Pan-Territorial Letter to the Group. 
ACTION – COM to send any other discussion items to bring up with CIRNAC to ITI
 

Review of 3 Priority Items 
Investment in Northern Infrastructure and Mineral Development Projects 

 Territorial colleagues have been contacted with regards to this initiative.   

  

It is important to build in the Indigenous participation in the fund.  There is also 
potentially some funding that could be taken advance of, and investment houses in 
Toronto/Vancouver that focus on indigenous capacity building.
COM said that they could 

COM asked when 
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companies in the North.  This investment needs to be broad-based not focused just on 
Critical and Strategic Minerals. 

 There is the potential to create many complementary programs through this 
investment.

 ITI highlighted that the Road to Whati is a modern example of this.  This was built based 
on multiple considerations. 

ACTION – ITI will ensure that this concept is built into the SOW

Update on Mineral Tenure Relief
 

 There is work that is being advanced with the department of Justice for regulation 
changes.  The date has been extended.  There is a relief package that has been released.  
The information is available on the MRO site.  

 The relief package is in line with what is offered in other jurisdictions. 
 

Reporting Protected Areas to ECCC 

 ITI will coordinate with ENR to determine how reporting to ECCC will be done. 
 

ACTION - ITI will contact ENR to determine what the mechanism/process will be. 

ACTION – COM to provide ITI with any specific questions that they might have by Friday, 
October 22.

Next Meeting – Wednesday, November 4, 9-10 AM 
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GNWT Chamber of Mines COVID-19 Recovery Working Group
MEETING NOTES – WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 2020 

9:00–10:00AM MST

In Attendance 
 
Chamber of Mines

ITI

John Ketchum
Menzie McEachern
Benji Straker
Angela Norris
Lora Archer

Additions to Agenda: 
ITI asked to add an agenda item, an update on the Mineral Tenure Relief package.

Mineral Tenure Relief Package 

 ITI presented the final Mineral Tenure Relief Package.  ITI reported that the final 
package

 The Financial Management Board needed to approve the package prior to going to 
Cabinet.  This happened in October.

 With regards to fees, there is no waiver option available for fees.  However, the fees can 
be deferred, and will be deferred to December 31.  Starting January 1 the fees will be 
incurred again.  This decision was made as to not penalize the IGOs who would not 
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receive any resource revenue for this fiscal year.  3 months of resource revenue will be 
provided during the current fiscal year.

 ITI recognizes that this may not be the option that will make industry happy, however it 
was a balance that had to be struck between the IGOs and Industry’s needs. 

 ITI reported that claims are being treated differently.  Claims will be deferred for the 
entire fiscal year. 

 COM asked if tha

 ITI replied that

 COM stated that

 

 ITI stated that

 COM asked  
 ITI stated that  

 
 

 ITI stated that they realize this situation isn’t perfect, however this was the balance that 
they were able to achieve.

 ITI stated that there things that could be done. 

ACTION – ITI will provide details of the Mineral Tenure Relief Package in writing.

 

Review of 3 Priority Items 

METC  

 

 
 COM’s perspective is that 

.  
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 ITI believes that the NWT/North can be working on how to advance critical mineral 
projects. There are a number of relevant projects that should be highlighted.
ITI reported that

COM stated that

ITI’s perspective is that there will be some room for the North to determine what it 
believes are critical minerals. 

Reporting Protected Areas to ECCC 

 ITI reported that ENR has committed to providing some answers to COM’s questions.  
ENR’s is committed to meet afterwards to discuss the answers. 

 COM stated that there was a Parks Canada submission made on IUCN designations.  
They could share this with the group.

 

ACTION – ITI will share the letter

ACTION – COM will share the Parks Canada Submission

Other Discussion 

 COM asked if 

ITI replied, that

Next Meeting – Wednesday, November 18, 9-10 AM 
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GNWT Chamber of Mines COVID-19 Recovery Working Group
MEETING NOTES – WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 2020 

9:00–10:00AM MST

A. Welcome 

Chamber of Mines

 
 
ITI 
Menzie McEachern 
Benji Straker
Angela Norris
Lora Archer
 

B. Review of 3 Priority Items

1- Investment in Northern Infrastructure and Mineral Development Projects (For 
Information) 
 
 ITI has been working with the other territories on a Statement of Work for a 

study to accelerate investment and mineral projects North of 60.  The document 
is provided for information.  It was prepared with input from Nunavut and the 
Yukon governments. 

 
 COM asked 

 COM replied that they wanted to ensure that there is direct help for Canadian 
exploration companies. 
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 ITI emphasized that the benefits are intended to flow to Northern Indigenous 

Development Corporations, Northern and Canadian Items. 
 

 COM asked that the 4th requirement should be changed to include “other 
northern companies”. ITI stated that this would be done.

 
2- Critical/Strategic Minerals  

 
a. NRCan Criticality Framework 

 
 ITI reported that Canada presented their Critical Minerals “Criticality 

Framework”.  This is representation of the work so far in the Critical Minerals 
Task Team. 

 
 ITI reviewed the criteria for what will be on the Critical Minerals List:  

something on an ally’s critical mineral list, and Canada has a competitive 
edge to produce it; something that is essential to Canada’s economic security 
and there’s threats to its supply; and, essential to Canada’s national security.  
There are currently approximately 25 minerals on the list. 

 COM asked about 

 COM asked if the preliminary list could be shared?  It would be good to see 
what has been produced so that there is context for what minerals are being 
chosen.   

 ITI believes that the list is intended to be dynamic.  The criteria are meant to 
be a guide to choose what minerals will be on the list.  As the economic 
environment and defence environment evolve the minerals required may 
change. 

 
 COM asked if

 
 COM also asked about 
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.  The regions are 
going to be able to create their own list that will be slightly different from the 
Canadian list.  COM suggested 

  ITI agreed that this was a good 
concept.

b. Prospectus Discussion (COM Lead) 
 

 COM wanted to raise this as an example of a useful promotional document.  
ITI believes that this material is similar to what have been produced in the 
GNWT, with Mineral Commodity Fact Sheets.  Prior to COVID these were put 
into a booklet form with tabs which showed where different mineral 
showings are.  The GNWT also has a standard slide deck that emphasizes the 
mineral potential.  However, ITI doesn’t believe that the information has 
been put together in the same way that this Australian document has. 

 
 COM suggested that marketing critical minerals (and other minerals) with 

other regions to alert them to the potential in the Northwest Territories. 
 

  
 
 

 
 COM asked if  

    
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 COM asked if there could be a COVID Recovery Development Strategy. 

 
 COM suggested Lab access and regulatory are two issues that are not 

currently in our list of priorities for recovery that should be added.  An 
additional issue is Land Tenure security is also something that is essential to 
COVID recovery, to ensure that developers have certainty on what lands can 
be explored. 
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 ITI replied that these issues are noted and that there is work currently 
underway to address these.  They are good issues to highlight to be able to 
continue to move forward 

COM asked about what was happening with Regional Mineral Development 
Strategies since the Minister announced it in the Legislative Assembly on 
November 3.  ITI stated that the work will be continuing based on what has 
already happened with the IRC and the GTC, as well as trying to move 
forward with Sahtu and the Akaitcho to try to promote the work of regional 
mineral development strategies. 

 
 COM stated that

ACTION – By next meeting ITI will produce actions which can be taken by the GNWT to 
move forward with a Critical Minerals Plan.
 
ACTION – Can COM think about whether there should be any other issues that should 
be added to our list of 3 priorities for COVID recovery. 
 

3- METC (No Update)
 

C. Diamond Benefits Report
 
 ITI will follow up with COM about what details are needed. 

D. Protected Areas 
 
 ITI reported that there was a response to the questions that  had about how 

protected areas are determined in the NWT.
 
 COM stated that they received the documents, however it would be something that 

they would want to circle back to this discussion to have a more fulsome discussion. 
 

E. Next Meeting – Wednesday, December 2, 9-10 AM 
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GNWT Chamber of Mines COVID-19 Recovery Working Group
MEETING NOTES – WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 12th, 2020

9:00–10:00AM MST

Attending 
Chamber of Mines 

 
ITI 
Menzie McEachern 
Benji Straker

Items Added 
Meeting with Official Leader of the Opposition 

 COM was invited to meet with Official leader of the opposition on January 13th. This is 
an opportunity to champion Northern needs.  

 It is a short meeting, therefore a focused but interesting message needs to be 
developed. 

 

MVRMA Workshop in 2021

The MVRMA Workshop is being planned for March 9-11, 2021. 
The theme for the workshop is Well-being and the MVRMA: Making good resource co-
management decisions in the Mackenzie Valley. 
It is anticipated that there will be a session economic well-being, COM suggested that it 
would be good idea if it is not done by industry. COM’s recommendation: 
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Diamond Benefits Report 

 COM reported that they found errors in GNWT’s product. COM has submitted their 
spreadsheet of proposed changes which were incorporated into the report.
 

Identifying Community Champions 

 COM suggested we get ESG (Environment, Social Impacts, Governance) champions from 
various communities.   This was an issue that was brought up by  at the 
BAC sub-group.

 COM also discussed replacing REDI by hiring local people to do the work in their home 
community, they felt this would save on travel expenses for staff, and have people 
embedded in communities that can promote mining.

Next Meeting – Wednesday, January 13th, 9-10AM  
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GNWT Chamber of Mines COVID-19 Recovery Working Group
MEETING NOTES – WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 13, 2021 

9:00–10:00AM MST

Attending 
Chamber of Mines   ITI 

  Menzie McEachern 
  Benji Straker

Angela Norris
Lauren Bengts

 
 

Items Added - Land Use Permit Extensions  

 The MVLWB has not received a response from GNWT about the Land Use Permit 
extensions yet.

 Department of Lands or ENR is responsible for these responses, not ITI. 
 Benji got draft response, will get it to Menzie today.  
 ITI should be able to see the response and have their input.  

ACTION – Chamber to share their submission with ITI  

ACTION – Benji and Angela to provide comments on draft response before forwarding to 
Menzie. 

Meeting with Official Leader of the Opposition 

Meeting is later today, will provide update once meeting is done 

MVRMA Workshop in 2021

Do have ITI reps attending, not yet on Agenda.
ITI asked if Mike Byrne can be on planning committee,  with MVLWB said 
there was no room for ITI. 
The MVRMA Workshop is being planned for March 9-11, 2021. 

ACTION – Benji reach out to  about getting ITI on agenda
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Investment in Northern Infrastructure and Mineral Development Projects (RFP Release)

 Waiting for submissions to be sent in, deadline is January 18.  
 Reminder, it is pan-territorial project with Nunavut and Yukon

 

Critical/Strategic Minerals  

 E-mails have been submitted, waiting on NRCan to process all comments and respond. 
 Heat Map only show lands that are formally unavailable but fails to categorize lands that 

are effectively unavailable.  
 There is a need to create awareness and training programs in communities.  
 Angela going to the Sahtu next week to discuss RMDS. 
 GNWT would like to start conversations of development with Deline 

 

ACTION – Benji to come up with 5 critical mineral actions for next meeting.

 

Mining Sector 101 Online Course  

 Meeting by Zoom next week to look at content and costs.  
 One for technical information and one geared to communities.  

 

Next Meeting – Wednesday, January 27th, 9-10AM  
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GNWT – Chamber of Mines Initiative on:
Actions Towards a North of 60 Mineral Resources Recovery Plan

SHORT TERM ACTIONS
 Maintain Mineral Tenure Security 
 Protect Flow-through Obligations 
 Provide Exploration Wage Subsidies (Protect Workers and Companies) 
 Regulatory Land Use Permit and Water Licence Support including their Management Plans 
 Service & Supply Companies Wage Subsidies (Indigenous and non- Indigenous) 
 Defer Mining Royalties 
 Provide Tax Relief for Mining companies 
 Provide Mining Wage Subsidies (Protect Workers and Companies) 
 Open land access to exploration 
 Make Financial Opportunities available 
 Encourage Use of Reclamation Surety Bonds to free up scarce cash for investment in the North 
 Incent Exploration Investment 
 Use Critical Minerals Plan to reopen Cantung and advance Mactung project as well as other advanced 

critical mineral projects(Avalon, Cheetah (Rare Earths), Fortune (Cobalt, Bismuth) 
 Incent Exploration Investment specifically for Critical Minerals (Pan-Territorially) 

 
MEDIUM TERM ACTIONS: PROMOTE RECOVERY 

 Increase/create Northern Mineral Exploration Tax Credit 
 Exploration and Mineral Extraction and Processing Incentive Programs 
 Surety Bonds for Exploration 
 Reclamation Security 
 Increase MIP Mineral Exploration Incentive Grants  
 Mining Tax Relief 
 Mining Cash Flow Relief 
 Regulatory Support – Government 
 Regulatory Support – Boards and Departments 
 Advance Regulatory Process Operational Support Recommendations 
 Raise Public Awareness 
 Support direct government investment in Northern exploration 
 Establish a Northern mining capital investment support fund 

 
LONG TERM ACTIONS: CREATE RESILIENCY & SUSTAINABILITY 

 Advance Land Tenure Efficiencies 
 Increase Mineral Exploration Tax Credit 
 Regulatory Streamlining and Efficiencies 
 Invest directly into mines 
 Mine Property Taxes Deferment 
 Mining Tax incentives 
 Infrastructure Investment 
 Mine Closure & Reclamation Support 
 Settle Land Claims 
 Repatriation actions 
 Provide direct exploration and mining investment fund  
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GNWT Chamber of Mines COVID-19 Recovery Working Group
MEETING NOTES – WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 27, 2021 

9:00–10:00AM MST

Attending 
Chamber of Mines   ITI 

  Benji Straker
  Angela Norris

Tejas Kashyap
Lauren Bengts 

Meeting with Official Leader of the Opposition 

 provided overview of the deck. 
They reached out to us, good sign. 
Finance Minister, Deputy Premier Chrystia Freeland reached out to COM, another good 
sign. 
No commitments were made, just discussion. 

MVRMA Workshop in 2021

Angela and Mike spoke with  regarding putting ITI on agenda.  
advocated to get us on agenda, everyone seemed to agree. 

Inference not that industry should be supporting the communities, rather they have 
been all along. 
Could be opportunity for ITI to promote RMDS and its benefits.

Action – Mike is looking for feedback on approach he wants to take – set up meeting.

Action – Angela to ask who is on committee from Feds. 

MV Operational Dialogue Workshop (Item Added) 

CanNor has funding to help hold workshop.
For now, just want to confirm budget, next step get planning group together. 

23(2)(d)

23(2
)(d)

23(2)
(d)23(2)

(d)
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Investment in Northern Infrastructure and Mineral Development Projects (RFP Release)

 RFP closed last week.
 Lora Archer still ITI lead. Coordinating schedules with Yukon, Nunavut and CanNor
 Two proposals received, hopefully award contract on Friday. 
 Share with this group next meeting 
 Desktop study, could be completed by March 31, might need slight extension.  

 
Action – Benji send terms of reference to   

 

Critical/Strategic Minerals  

 5 actions will be brainstormed later this week.
 COM had their experts submit thoughts in a letter to Ottawa.  
 Should focus on things we can deliver from territories that fits some niches.  

Action – Once 5 actions decided, Benji will send to group. 

 

Mining Sector 101 Online Course  

 Introduced  to Boards, highly recommend for training to leaders and 
executives as well as community education.  

 

CoM/YK MOU  

 City had MOU’s with every other sector but mining.  
 Everyone seemed on board except 2 councillors. 
 Everyone seems on board now, expected to be signed and a group formed.
 A representative from GNWT should be on the board.   
 Ideal to do it at opportune time such as PDAC.

Action – Benji and Angela to discuss what it could potentially look like  

Business Advisory Council 

 The BAC stood itself down 
 Have not heard back from Minister.
 

Next Meeting – Wednesday, February 10, 9-10AM  

23(2)
(d)

23(2)(d)

14(1)(a)
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GNWT Chamber of Mines COVID-19 Recovery Working Group
MEETING AGENDA – WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 2021 

9:00–10:00AM MST

Join on your computer or mobile app 

Click here to join the meeting

Join with a video conferencing device

teams@gnwt.onpexip.com

Or call in (audio only) 

+1 867-675-1042,,681395701# Canada, Yellowknife

Phone Conference ID: 681 395 701# 

Attending 
Chamber of Mines   ITI 

  Menzie McEachern 
  Mike Byrne 

Angela Norris
Benji Straker

Tejas Kashyap

       

A. Welcome 
 

B. MVRMA Workshop
a. ITI’s approach

available
–

-

also

23(2)(d)

23(2)(d)
23(2)(d)

23(2)(d)
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C. Mackenzie Valley Dialogue Workshop 

 CanNor
 Work

 Re - –

 
D. Investment in Northern Infrastructure and Mineral Development (Infrastructure Fund 

Study)  
 

 Governments
award

 

 

E. Critical/Strategic Minerals – Critical Minerals and Metals Action Plan Next Steps
a. Critical Mineral Actions

 Internal Meeting

 H

 
our

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)
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AGENDA ITEMS CARRIED OVER TO NEXT MEETING 

F. COM Presentation and meeting with Deputy Prime Minister Freeland 
 

G. OECD Mining and Cities EOI 

H. Next Meeting – Wednesday, February 24, 9-10 AM
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somet

don’

add

4. 

wellbeing

-

5. 

23(2)
(d)

23(2)
(d)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(b)

14(1)(b)

14(1)(a)
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VIDEOCONFERENCE

1. MVRMA Resource Co- Management Workshop 
 

T

stron

incl

 

2. Update on Critical Metals Action Planning and Meeting  

23(2)(d)

23(2)(d)

23(2)(d)

23(2)(d)

14(1)(a)
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Action Plan Overview
SHORT TERM ACTIONS

Overview/Defintion
Maintain Mineral Tenure Security

Protect Flow-through Obligations

Provide Exploration Wage Subsidies (Protect Workers 
and Companies)
Regulatory Land Use Permit and Water Licence Support 
including their Management Plans

Service & Supply Companies Wage Subsidies (Indigenous 
and non- Indigenous)
Defer Mining Royalties
Provide Tax Relief for Mining companies

Provide Mining Wage Subsidies (Protect Workers and 
Companies)

Open land access to exploration
Incent Exploration Investment

Use Critical Minerals Plan to reopen Cantung and 
investigate advancing Mactung project
Incent Exploration Investment specifically for Critical 
Minerals (Pan-Territorially)

MEDIUM TERM ACTIONS: PROMOTE RECOVERY
Overview/Defintion

Increase/create Northern Mineral Exploration Tax Credit

Exploration and Mineral Extraction and Processing 
Incentive Programs
Make Financial Opportunities available

Reclamation Security
Increase MIP Mineral Exploration Incentive Grants
Mining Tax Relief

Mining Cash Flow Relief
Regulatory Support – Government
Regulatory Support – Boards and Departments
Advance Regulatory Process Operational Support 
Recommendations
Raise Public Awareness
Support Direct Government Investment in Northern 
Exploration
Establish a Northern Mining Capital Investment Support 
Fund
Surety Bonds for Exploration

LONG TERM ACTIONS: CREATE RESILIENCY & SUSTAINABILITY
Overview/Defintion

Advance Land Tenure Efficiencies
Increase Mineral Exploration Tax Credit

Regulatory Streamlining and Efficiencies
Invest Directly into Mines

Mine Property Taxes Deferment
Mining Tax Incentives
Infrastructure Investment
Mine Closure & Reclamation Support
Settle Land Claims

Repatriation Actions

Provide Direct Exploration and Mining Investment Fund

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)
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Action Plan Schedule
SHORT TERM ACTIONS

April-June July-September October-December January-March Completed?

Maintain Mineral Tenure Security Pan Territorial Letter to 
Federal Ministers

Yes

Protect Flow-through Obligations Pan Territorial Letter to 
Federal Ministers

Yes

Provide Exploration Wage Subsidies (Protect Workers 
and Companies)

Pan Territorial Letter to 
Federal Ministers

Yes

Regulatory Permit and License Support including Land 
Use Permits, Water Licences and their associated 
Management Plans

Incomplete

Service & Supply Companies Wage Subsidies (Indigenous 
and non- Indigenous)

Pan Territorial Letter to 
Federal Ministers

Yes

Mining Royalties Incomplete

NWT Tax Relief for Mining companies

Industry to Determine if this 
is Relevant

Industry to Determine if this 
is Relevant

Incomplete

Provide Mining Wage Subsidies (Protect Workers and 
Companies)

Pan Territorial Letter to 
Federal Ministers

CEWS  in force in 
the NWT

Open land access to exploration Incomplete

Make Financial Opportunities available Incomplete

Incent Exploration Investment Incomplete

Incent Exploration Investment specifically for Critical 
Minerals
Take advantage of Critical Minerals Plan to reopen 
Cantung and investigate advancing Mactung project
Encourage the Use of Reclamation Surety Bonds to fee 
up scarce cash for investment in the North

  
 

MEDIUM TERM ACTIONS: PROMOTE RECOVERY

April-June July-September October-December January-March Completed?

Increase/create Northern Mineral Exploration Tax Credit

Exploration and Mineral Extraction and Processing 
Incentive Programs
Surety Bonds for Exploration   

 

Reclamation Security   
 

MIP
Mining Tax Relief
Mining Cash Flow Relief
Regulatory Support – Government

Regulatory Support – Boards and Departments

Regulatory Process Operational Support

Raise Public Awareness

Support direct government investment in Northern 
exploration

Establish a Northern mining capital investment support 
fund

LONG TERM ACTIONS: CREATE RESILIENCY & SUSTAINABILITY

April-June July-September October-December January-March Completed?

Advance Land Tenure Efficiencies
Increase Mineral Exploration Tax Credit
Regulatory Streamlining and Efficiencies
Invest directly into mines
Mine Property Taxes
Mining Tax incentives
Infrastructure Investment

Mine Closure & Reclamation Support

Settle Land Claims
Repatriation actions
Provide direct exploration and mining investment fund

   

Working Group Action Schedule

Legend

Completed

Incomplete

Not Completed

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a) 14(1)(a)14(1)(a)
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Definitions of Short Term Actions

Federal Government Responsibility Territorial / Indigenous Governments 
Responsibility

ITI Comments (green highlight = higher 
priority or more achievable)

Maintain Mineral Tenure Security Federal Government on Crown lands in 
Nunavut and on Federal Crown lands in 
NWT

Yukon Government

Protect Flow-through Obligations Federal Government

Provide Exploration Wage Subsidies 
(Protect Workers and Companies)

Federal Government

Regulatory Permit and License Support 
including Land Use Permits, Water 
Licences and their associated 
Management Plans

Federal Government Regulatory Boards & Governments

Service & Supply Companies Wage 
Subsidies (Indigenous and non- 
Indigenous)

Federal Government Territorial Governments

Mining Royalties Federal Government NWT Government

SHORT TERM ACTIONS

14(1)(a)14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)
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Tax Relief for Mining companies Federal Government NWT Government

Provide Mining Wage Subsidies (Protect 
Workers and Companies)

Federal Government NWT Government

Open land access to exploration Federal Government Territorial Governments

Make Financial Opportunities available Federal Government

Encourage the Use of Reclamation 
Surety Bonds to fee up scarce cash for 
investment in the North

Federal Government Territorial Governments

Incent Exploration Investment Federal Government NWT Government

Federal Government Responsibility Territorial / Indigenous Governments 
Responsibility

ITI Comments (green highlight = higher 
priority or more achievable)

Incent Exploration Investment 
specifically for Critical Minerals

Federal Government NWT & Nunavut Governments

MEDIUM TERM ACTIONS: PROMOTE RECOVERY

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)
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Take advantage of Critical Minerals Plan 
to reopen Cantung and investigate 
advancing Mactung project

Federal Government NWT & Yukon Governments

Increase/create Northern Mineral 
Exploration Tax Credit

Federal Government

Exploration and Mineral Extraction and 
Processing Incentive Programs

Federal Government NWT Government

Surety Bonds for Exploration NWT Government

Reclamation Security Federal Government NWT Government

MIP NWT Government

Mining Tax Relief Federal Government NWT Government

Mining Cash Flow Relief Federal Government

Regulatory Support – Government Federal Government NWT Government

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)
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LONG TERM ACTIONS: CREATE RESILIENCY & SUSTAINABILITY

Federal Government Responsibility Territorial / Indigenous Governments 
Responsibility

ITI Comments (green highlight = higher 
priority or more achievable)

Advance Land Tenure Efficiencies Federal Government NWT Government

Increase Mineral Exploration Tax Credit Federal Government

Regulatory Streamlining and Efficiencies Federal Government NWT Government

Invest directly into mines Federal Government Territorial Governments

Mine Property Taxes NWT and Nunavut Governments

Mining Tax incentives Federal Government Territorial and Indigenous Governments

Infrastructure Investment Federal Government Territorial and Indigenous Governments

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)
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Mine Closure & Reclamation Support Federal Government Territorial and Indigenous Governments

Settle Land Claims Federal Government

Repatriation actions Federal Government Territorial and Indigenous Governments

Provide direct exploration and mining 
investment fund

Federal Government

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)14(1)(a)
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Regulatory Streamlining and Efficiencies Federal Government NWT Government

Nunavut Government

Invest directly into mines Federal Government Territorial Governments

Mine Property Taxes NWT and Nunavut Governments

Mining Tax incentives Federal Government Territorial and Indigenous Governments

Infrastructure Investment Federal Government Territorial and Indigenous Governments

Mine Closure & Reclamation Support Federal Government Territorial and Indigenous Governments

Settle Land Claims Federal Government

Repatriation actions Federal Government Territorial and Indigenous Governments

Provide direct exploration and mining 
investment fund

Federal Government

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a) 14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)
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05-Jun-20 12-Jun-20 23-Jun-20 02-Jul-20 Completion Date Completed?
Maintain Mineral Tenure Security Drafted - June 5  2020

Sent - June 12  2020
Yes

Protect Flow-through Obligations Drafted - June 5  2020
Sent - June 12  2020

Yes

Provide Exploration Wage Subsidies 
(Protect Workers and Companies)

Drafted - June 5  2020
Sent - June 12  2020

Yes

Regulatory Permit and License 
Support including Land Use Permits, 
Water Licences and their associated 
Management Plans

June 12 - and to draft a letter to boards for Industry
-John and Menzie to engage boards from the GNWT Perspective

Incomplete

Service & Supply Companies Wage 
Subsidies (Indigenous and non- 
Indigenous)

 June 12 - GNWT w ll raise this issue at the next meeting of the 
Federal - Territorial working group

Drafted - June 5  2020
Sent - June 12  2020

Yes

Mining Royalties June 12 -  will report back to Working Group if this is a priority July 2 -  and w ll report back to Working 
Group if this is a priority

Incomplete

Tax Relief for Mining companies Yes

Provide Mining Wage Subsidies 
(Protect Workers and Companies)

July 2 - It was reported that CEWS is in force in the 
NWT

CEWS  in force 
in the NWT

Open land access to exploration June 12 - The GNWT will make the Federal/Territorial Working 
Group aware of this issue

Make Financial Opportunities 
Encourage the Use of Reclamation 
Surety Bonds to fee up scarce cash 
for investment in the North

June 12 - Because Surety Bonds are not feas ble  the working group 
decided to omit this short term action.

Yes

Incent Exploration Investment
Incent Exploration Investment 
specifically for Critical Minerals

June 12 - ITI to Provide Critical Minerals Summary to Group July 2 - ITI Provided Critical Minerals Summary but 
no Jurisdictional Scan.

July 2 - Partial Report 
Provided

Incomplete

Take advantage of Critical Minerals 
Plan to reopen Cantung and 
investigate advancing Mactung 
project

June 23 - GNWT will emphasize Critical Minerals at 
the next Federal-Territorial Working Group

MEDIUM TERM ACTIONS: PROMOTE RECOVERY

05-Jun-20 12-Jun-20 23-Jun-20 02-Jul-20 Completion Date Completed?
Increase/create Northern Mineral 
Exploration Tax Credit
Exploration and Mineral Extraction 
and Processing Incentive Programs

Surety Bonds for Exploration June 12 - Because Surety Bonds are not feas ble  the working group 
decided to omit this short term action.

Yes

Reclamation Security June 12 - Because Surety Bonds are not feas ble  the working group Yes

MIP
Mining Tax Relief
Mining Cash Flow Relief

Regulatory Support – Government

Regulatory Support – Boards and 
Departments

Regulatory Process Operational 
Support

Raise Public Awareness

Support direct government 
investment in Northern exploration

Establish a Northern mining capital 
investment support fund

LONG TERM ACTIONS: CREATE RESILIENCY & SUSTAINABILITY

05-Jun-20 12-Jun-20 23-Jun-20 02-Jul-20 Completion Date Completed?
Advance Land Tenure Efficiencies
Increase Mineral Exploration Tax 
Credit
Regulatory Streamlining and 
Efficiencies
Invest directly into mines
Mine Property Taxes
Mining Tax incentives
Infrastructure Investment

Mine Closure & Reclamation Support

Settle Land Claims
Repatriation actions
Provide direct exploration and 
mining investment fund

SHORT TERM ACTIONS

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)

14(1)(a)
14(1)(a)

2

2 2

2 2
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Government of Gouvernement des 

Northwest Territories Territoires du Nord-Quest 

File# ITI-21-22-G-011 

SENT VIA EMAIL 

Mr. Kevin O'Reilly 
MLA Frame Lake 
PO BOX 1320 
Yellowknife, NT XlA 2L9 

Dear Mr. O'Reilly: 

Request for Access to General Information 

MAY t 7 2021 

Your request for access to general information held by the Department of Industry, Tourism 
and Investment was received on April 16, 2021. You have specifically requested: 

"Notes and summaries from the bi-weekly working group meetings held with the 
Department of Industry, Tourism and Investment officials (including the Deputy Minister] 
and the NWT and Nunavut Chamber of Mines from March 1, 2021 to present; and any 
records related to the processing and consultations or communications (including any 
with the Chamber of Mines] with regard to my previous AT/PP request File# IT/-20-21-G-
060." 

This request for information was processed under the Access to Information and Protection of 
Privacy Act (the Act). 

The Department of Industry, Tourism and Investment (]TI) has decided to grant you partial 
access to the records requested. Portions of the records requested contain information that is 
excepted from disclosure under the Act. Attached is a sections guideline listing to better explain 
the specific sections of the Act that were applied. 

Please note that there is internal correspondence from the GNWT Access and Privacy Office 
(APO) included in the responsive documents. As the APO is located within the Department of 
Justice, these records would typically be considered to be in the custody and control of that 
department. However, as the APO has been designated as the coordinator for ITI under section 
68.1 of the Act, they were working on behalf of ITI in processing request ITI-20-21-G-060. 
Therefore, these records have been deemed responsive to this request for records held by ITI. 

P.O. Box 1320, Yellowknife NT XlA 2L9 www.gov.nt.ca C. P. 1320, Yellowknife NT XlA 2L9

... /2 



-2-

Under section 28 of the Act, you may ask the Information and Privacy Commissioner to review 
our decision to deny access to portions of the information you requested. You have 30 days from 
the date of this notice to request a review by writing the Information and Privacy Commissioner 
at: 

Mr. Andrew Fox 
Information and Privacy Commissioner 
PO BOX382 
YELLOWKNIFE NT XlA 2N3 

If you wish to request a review on the matter of the decision to deny access to portions of the 
information requested, please provide the Information and Privacy Commissioner with the 
following information: 

1. A copy of this letter and all attachments. 
2. A copy of your original request for information that you sent to the Department of 

Industry, Tourism and Investment; and 
3. The reason why you are requesting a review. 

If you have any questions about this letter, please write or call Ms. Danielle Webb, Senior 
Information and Privacy Specialist at Danielle_Webb@gov.nt.ca or call me at (867) 767-9256 
extension 82102. 

Attachments 

Sincerely, 

Pamela Strand 
Deputy Minister 
Department of Industry, Tourism and Investment 
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Application of Exceptions under the 
Access to Information and Protection of Privacy Act 

 
Section 14 - Advice to Officials 
 
14(1) The head of a public body may refuse to disclose information to an applicant where the 
disclosure could reasonably be expected to reveal: 
 

(a) advice, proposals, recommendations, analyses, and policy options developed 
by or for a public body or a member of the Executive Council.  
 

• Advice includes the analysis of a situation or issue that may require action and the 
presentation of options for future action, but not the presentation of facts.  

• Recommendations include suggestions for a course of action as well as the rationale for a 
suggested course of action.  

• Proposals and analyses or policy options are closely related to advice and 
recommendations and refer to the concise setting out of the advantages and disadvantages 
of particular courses of action.  

• The criteria for advice are that it should be; 
o sought or expected, or be part of the responsibility of a person by virtue of that 

person’s position; 
o directed towards taking an action, including making a decision;  
o and made to someone who can take or implement the action. 

 
Section 14(1)(a) would not normally apply to the details of a study or background paper where 
factual information is presented to describe certain issues, problems or events. Rather, it applies 
to the statements of advice or recommendations that set out or analyze possible directions or 
options in dealing with an issue or problem, to establish a policy or to make a decision. For 
example, section 14(1)(a) could be applied to a report prepared by an investigation panel to 
advise a senior official on how to handle a complaint.  
 
There are cases where the disclosure of advice could reveal information that would cause damage 
to the internal decision-making processes of a public body. Disclosure could also affect the public 
body’s overall ability to effectively manage programs and activities. At the same time, there are 
also cases where the disclosure of advice would have little or no effect on the overall 
administration or operation of the affected program or activity.   
 
The exception also would not apply to the names of correspondents, dates, subject lines that do 
not reveal advice, or information that reveals that a person participated in a discussion about a 
particular subject matter but does not indicate anything substantive about their involvement. 
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14(1)  The head of a public body may refuse to disclose information to an applicant where 
the disclosure could reasonably be expected to reveal: 
 

(b) consultations or deliberations involving; 
(i) officers or employees of a public body,  
(ii) a member of the Executive Council, or 
(iii) the staff of a member of the executive council. 

 
This provision allows discretion to refuse access to those records or parts of records containing 
consultations or deliberations involving officers or employees of a public body, a minister or a 
minister’s staff.  
 

• Deliberation is a discussion of the reasons for and against a future action by an employee 
or officer of a public body. Deliberations include information indicating that a decision-
maker relied on the knowledge or opinions of particular persons.  

• Consultation is a very similar activity where the views of one or more employees are 
sought about the appropriateness of a specific proposal or potential action. Consultations 
include correspondence between third party advisors and government departments which 
was conveyed to the public body by a government department as background information 
to enable the public body to provide advice (e.g. when officials are asked to comment on 
advice already developed by other officials).  

 
This discretionary exception is provided for the purpose of permitting the frank exchange of 
views among a number of individuals whose employment responsibilities include a consultative 
function. Within public bodies, consultations and deliberations are normally carried on in an 
organized manner through the exchange of email, memos, proposals and e-mail.  
 
This exception is intended to cover consultations or deliberations at all levels in a public body and 
also those involving a minister or his or her staff. The exception does not apply to records created 
and provided to the public body by a third party participating in a general stakeholder 
consultation. The third party is simply providing its own comments. This differs from the 
situation where a specific stakeholder, with particular knowledge, expertise or interest in a topic, 
has been asked to provide advice, recommendations or analysis. 
 
In the application of subsection 14(1)(a) and 14(1)(b) we undertook the following analysis: 
 

• Does the information requested qualify as an exception under the Act? 
Yes. The advice, recommendations, consultations and deliberations identified within the 
records is clearly advisory information, meant to assist Department of ITI officials in regards 
to the working group, as well as, the previous access to information request. 

• If the information fits the exception, then would disclosure of the information 
reasonably be expected to reveal the particular class of information involved? 



Yes. On review of the advice, recommendations, consultations and deliberations related to the 
working group discussions, we believe disclosure of information that was advisory in nature, 
would affect responses provided by Department of ITI officials and other working group 
members.The result of this would be less candid and frank advice received in the future and 
could hinder the relationship between the GNWT and the NWT-NU Chamber of Mines.      
In addition, advice and consultation within the APO is an important process in developing an 
appropriate response to an access to information request. Disclosure of these discussions 
could impair the effectiveness of these consultations.              

• Should the Department exercise its discretion to disclose or not disclose the 
requested records?  
In review of this matter, we determined that the provision of this advice and 
recommendations, along with the consultation and deliberations that occur in working group 
meetings and within the APO must be protected in order to ensure the provision of frank and 
candid advice and recommendation in the future.  

 
14(1)  The head of a public body may refuse to disclose information to an applicant where 
the disclosure could reasonably be expected to reveal: 
 

(g) Information, including the proposed plans, policies or projects of a public body, the 
disclosure of which could reasonably be expected to result in disclosure of a pending 
policy or budgetary decision 

 
This paragraph provides protection for all policy and project planning in public bodies where 
disclosure of the information could lead to premature disclosure of a policy or budgetary decision 
 
 
Section 23 - Personal Privacy of Third Party 
 
When considering disclosure of a third party’s personal information a public body is not allowed 
to disclose personal information to an applicant where the disclosure would be an unreasonable 
invasion of a third party’s personal privacy.  
 
The Act defines personal information as recorded information about an identifiable individual, 
including: 
 

• the individual's name, home or business address or home or business telephone number; 
• the individual's race, colour, national or ethnic origin or religious or political beliefs or 

associations; 
• the individual's age, sex, sexual orientation, marital status, or family status; 
• an identifying number, symbol or other particular assigned to the individual (e.g., social 

insurance number, personal health number); 
• the individual's fingerprints, blood type or inheritable characteristics (e.g., DNA profile); 



• information about the individual's health and health care history, including information 
about a physical or mental disability; 

• information about the individual's educational, financial, criminal or employment 
history; 

• anyone else's opinions about the individual; and 
• the individual's personal views or opinions, except where they are about someone else. 

 
This section of the Act establishes a mandatory exception (i.e., the public body has no discretion 
to release) for personal information if disclosure would be an unreasonable invasion of a third 
party's personal privacy. Section 23(2) sets out the particular types of personal information, the 
disclosure of which is presumed to be an unreasonable invasion of a third party's personal 
privacy. Sections 23(2)(d) and 23(2)(h)(i) state: 
 
(d) the personal information relates to employment, occupational or educational history; 

 
Employment history refers to any information regarding an individual's work record, including 
the name of an employer, past and present, the term of employment, the duties associated with a 
position, the salary and reasons for leaving and any evaluation of job performance. 
 
These exceptions to access are mandatory and have been applied to a portion of the information 
requested. Access was denied to those portions of the records which specifically pertain to the 
personal employment information of employees. 
 
(h) the personal information consists of the third party’s name where 
 

(i) it appears with other personal information about the third party; 
 
Disclosure of an individual's name is presumed to be an unreasonable invasion of privacy if it is 
connected to other information about the individual or it has attributes which, by itself, reveals 
information about the individual (e.g., gender, race, ethnic origin etc.). 
 
These exceptions to access are mandatory and have been applied to a portion of the information 
requested. Access was denied to those portions of the records which specifically pertain to the 
personal employment information of employees along with the names of individuals and any other 
identifiable information. 
 
 
Section 24 – Business Interests of a Third Party 

 
Section 24(1) creates a mandatory exception to the public’s right of access to information that, if 
disclosed, would harm third party business interests.   
 
A third party is defined in the Act as a person, other than the person making an access request or 
a public body. Person includes corporations and organizations as well as individuals. 



 
Sections of the information have been excepted from disclosure under 24(1)(b)(i): 
(b) the public body shall refuse to disclose financial, commercial, scientific, technical, or labour 

relations information;  
(i) obtained in confidence, explicitly or implicitly, from a third party, 

 
This exception to access is mandatory and has been applied to a portion of the information 
requested.  Access was denied to third party business records containing labour relations 
information supplied in confidence. 
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MEETING NOTES  
 

GNWT/ CHAMBER OF MINES COVID 19 RECOVERY WORKING GROUP  
ONLINE - VIDEOCONFERENCE 

MEETING – 31 MARCH 2021 (9:00 – 10:00) 

 

GNWT: Menzie, Tejas, Charlene Squibb, Angie, Mike  
Chamber:   

1. Pricewaterhouse Coopers Study (  

PwC Study: The engagement of PwC by territorial governments to conduct a study assessing policy 
options to encourage investment in mineral exploration and mining in Canada’s territories. Two 
issues: limited interviewees, and missing project specific funding. According to COM, few from 
industry on our working group have been invited to participate. 

- NWT interviewees: only Osisko and Mountain Province. Can you add Gold Terra and 
Fortune or NorZinc (missing grassroots exploration where we have problems). Also, include 
Nunavut: North Arrow for exploration and a contact at Agnico Eagle Mines  

- And  at the Chamber.  
- Also missing key issue – project specific funding which we have pressed with you guys since 

the beginning.  

Action Item: Benji will reach out to Laura who oversees contract to see about changes.  
Issue with the questionnaire.  This is just step one in the project. It will be a report with 
recommendations and just a phase 1. If we expand the network to speak, they could speak on the 
other issues.  
The objective is to have Pan Territorial study that sought out Cannor funding to support North of 60 
– what could be some innovative financial and investment things to accelerate resource 
development in the north? To make things go faster.  

 To be clear, we have pushed and worked with you and Vandal, Freeland, O’Toole on 4 items: 
enhanced METC, critical minerals, project specific funding, and regional infrastructure. They have 
missed the project specific funding. It needs to be put back.  

2. Life after Diamond Mining  

 thanks for comments from  and others and  Overview of how it started:  

- De Beers has 3 mines to close out in the coming years – 2 in Canada one in S. Africa  
- We want to look at closure differently. De Beers has new strategy, building forever, talks 

about leaving a legacy and contribute to regional development in the future. Reimagining 
closure. Is there something that can contribute to the development of the area: repurpose, 
re-use site for something else in future.  

- We met with minister, Pam. We have hired ERM and Watershed, ERM is doing our closure 
work all around the world. We chatted with Minister, IBA partners to have a discussion on 
reimagining closure, eg,   

-  
.  

- We want to have the discussions with the stakeholders. We want to hear from GNWT to 
participate. Have meetings between now and end of Sept.  

- Meeting with Pam on Thursday.  
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- Consultants will meet with others.  

CSCR mentioned that John Ketchum and Angela Norries have meeting with ) on this, 
and Pam will also attend this as it goes forward.  

 You might want to also in addition to change the web page title, but also some words, eg:  
o 

 
 

 
 
COM: The ERM proposal: Life After Diamond Mining: Change the Name firstly, and the project 
will explore how mining companies, communities, and governments can collaboratively discuss the 
future of the Slave Geological Province (SGP) and how reimagining mine closure can support a 
future that meets everyone’s aspirations. Learn more about the 
project: lifeafterdiamondmining.com. Kick-off Session April 15, 2021, 1–4:00pm MST.  
Two concerns:  

- few from industry on our working group have been invited to participate. (In fact, we don’t 
know who has been invited as ERM hasn’t answered).  

 

3. Mackenzie Valley Operational Guidance Process 

COM - we are not seeing improvements in the NWT and seem to be stuck. I know our member 
participants are getting frustrated that a year into this, and we don’t have a lot show for it, except 
for more quarterly meetings to come. To quote from the recent MVRMA Environmental Audit: 
“Despite the efforts of LWBs, small exploration companies continue both to struggle with the 
application process and to meet its requirements. If allowed to persist, this disconnect between 
industry and regulators will continue to affect the level of exploration activity in the territory 
which, in turn, will affect the NWT’s socio-economic environment.” Is the Audit a powerless tool for 
change?  

 met with  on this yesterday, so that she understands and hopefully can see about 
improving the process.  
 
Menzie: Can we use the Environmental audit as a tool here? Traditionally it’s not been acted upon. 
Not sure why. Maybe with governmental renewal it can change. Your quote is a good one to be used 
at the next operational guidance meeting.  
Benji: I did miss the last planning committee meeting. I spoke with  prior to that meeting, and 
looks like we will move into shorter meetings. Sentiments are not lost on me, and we need to 
streamline the process for a specific goal to improve investment. It’s been a year, and COVID no 
doubt had an effect, but now a year later, we need more focus.  in the spring, so 
could help too.  

 
.  

 .  
Mike: Feds are in the driver’s chair. The audit could be instrumental to bring politicians together to 
meet with Board chairs. But real work is in the MVOD – there are good items and places where ITI 
has not delivered, due to capacity issues. We need to be down in the weeds and make tweaks and 
changes. Boards are ready.  
ITI:  
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4. Mineral Tenure Relief (Menzie McEachern) 

Menzie: Looked into idea to use S51 of the mining reg’s to provide relief this year, but 51(2) spoke 
to “proponent waiting to receive some sort of authorization which is preventing them from doing 
work”. COVID restrictions yes, but no real thing that stopping work, etc. so doesn’t work well. So 
Charlene has found an  

  
 
Charlene: approach suggested  

 
  

 
Menzie:  

  
Charlene:   
Menzie: we will mention that the Chamber of Mines supports this in briefing note to Minister.   
 

5. Critical Metals Action Plan – carried over from last meeting (Menzie McEachern) 

Carry over to next meeting 

6. Next Meeting 

14 April 
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